
When customers ask you for narrow rolls of 
media, it can be difficult to produce them efficiently 
and cost-effectively. Unless, of course, you have the 
GMS FastFinish Stripper/Rewinder to do the 
bulk of the finishing work!

The automated, roll-fed machine strips your media 
and rolls it neatly onto narrow cores at a brisk clip. 
You control the torque and rewind speed.

Using FastFinish to weed 10 to 50 yard rolls of 
continuous media saves you significant production 
time, labor costs, and work space. No more having 
to strip reams of individual sheets manually and 
take up valuable real estate to stack them.

Accommodates rolls up to 15” wide.

PRODUCING ROLLS IN A 
VARIETY OF SIZES HELPS:

	FUEL REPEAT BUSINESS

	INCREASE VOLUMES

	INCREASE PROFITS
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FastFinish
Stripper | Rewinder
Strips and rewinds, 
saving you time 
and money
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EQUIPMENT
SPECIFICATIONS

Scrap Rewinder
weeds and rolls up 

the waste on a core 
for easy disposal

Supply Roll Holder
steadily feeds media 
up to 100 yards long 

to the rewinders

Power Strip
(included) is secured 

to the frame, away 
from moving parts 

and materials

Lock/Unlock Casters
allow you to easily relocate 

FastFinish and secure it 
for safe operation

Expandable Chuck
secures label rolls of all sizes 
to increase your capabilities

Separators
(6 included) keep 
label rolls aligned 
and help prevent 
media from shifting

Label Rewinder
rolls finished labels 
of all sizes neatly 
onto narrow cores

Heavy-Duty
Aluminum Frame
ensures lasting durability 
and steady operation

	Material Width: Up to 15”

	Construction: Heavy duty aluminum

	Dimensions: 54.5”H x 31.75”W x 27”D

	Weight: 125 lbs (56.6 kg)

	Power Requirements: 110

	Operating Temperature: 50°F to 80°F recommended

	Operating Humidity: 50% RH recommended

	Venting: No special ventilation required
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